A Case for SKU Management:
The Implications of SKU Proliferation
You’re being pushed to add SKUs or hold on to obsolete or non-moving
inventory. But how do you communicate the full implications of holding and
handling those additional items to your entire organization? You may get
additional sales, but what does that cost you in carrying expenses, capital
equipment, customer service, additional cube and strained capacity? This article
will help you understand the total impact of SKU proliferation so you can make a
case for what to do with all those SKUs.
Merchandising wants to add new products in order to attract more customers or increase sales volume. SKU lifecycles are
being compressed by changes in product form or functionality resulting from advances in technology. When the company
is not willing or able to write-off obsolete or non-performing inventory this results in higher SKU counts. More SKUs add
complexity and costs to your distribution operation. Slow-moving or obsolete inventory clogs storage cube and makes less
efficient use of material handling storage equipment. Operating space and primary pick faces diminish while labor and
operating costs to work around these constraints rise. It’s time to consider the full impact of SKU proliferation on your
business.

What’s Behind SKU Growth

Organic growth and the introduction of new products are obvious drivers of SKU growth, but there are other good
reasons for a rise in SKUs either over time or even quite suddenly:
•
•
•

Customers demand higher levels of responsiveness and greater product availability than ever before. This may
cause you to carry inventory longer or carry more products in order to honor delivery promises to your
customers.
Advances in technology mean there are new items entering the market and inventory reaches obsolescence at a
faster pace than ever before. Poor product life cycle management--not having a mechanism to get old or nonperforming SKUs out of the supply chain before new ones are introduced – is a leading cause of SKU growth.
Additionally, mergers/acquisitions can cause both organizations to look at ways to consolidate and reduce
inventory and operating costs in order to show value to the market.
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The Pain is Real

There may be good reasons for SKU growth, but the burden of that growth is often underestimated. Companies often
carry too many SKUs because they don’t understand the full impact of:
• Running out of space
• Lack of pick face availability
• Labor and other operating costs to work around constraints
• Reduced “capacity” to serve
• Capital tied up in dead/obsolete inventory
• Tax issues related to carrying extra inventory
• Safety incidents related to storage hazards

So, how do you make a case for better management of SKUs?

It starts with an integrated approach. SKU management strategy should be an integrated, cross-organization
conversation. Managing your SKU growth effectively requires true business alignment across departments, including
stakeholders from Merchandising, Sales, Marketing, Operations, Distribution and Finance. And don’t forget to include
Supplier Management and Store Operations. The best approach is one that takes a view that includes the broad spectrum
of the supply chain—manufacturers, retailers, wholesalers and customers.

Understanding the Full Impact

Once you have the right stakeholders involved, how do you communicate the impact of rising SKU counts? A holistic look
at the score card and key indicators will give you a better picture of what SKU growth is really costing you. The chart
below shows some typical symptoms associated with SKU proliferation and metrics that paint a picture of the implications
to your business.

The Score Card
IMPACT AREA
INVENTORY
PICKING

STORAGE

FACILITY &
EQUIPMENT
CUSTOMER
SERVICE
PROCESSES

SAFETY
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SYMPTOMS

MEASURED IN

Lack of capital
Capital tied up in obsolete/slow-moving/aged inventory
Carrying inventory as “cushion” in a long supply chain
More labor to get same amount of work done
Consolidation activities to try to free up additional slots in
forward pick and reserve
Lack of pick face availability
Pick faces must be turned on a wave by wave basis
Increased forward pick media
Inefficient travel
More frequent handling of product
High square footage requirements
Overcrowding/poor cube utilization
Added handling to make room for more inventory
Increased offsite storage locations
Need to lease or buy additional space
Additional material handling equipment requirements
Sub-optimal forward media
Inability to move product through DC in timely manner
Inability to deliver the right product on time
Out of stocks caused by poor inventory management

Inventory Turns
Inventory carrying costs as a % of sales
Write-offs/mark-downs for obsolete inventory
Cost of Goods Sold
Cost per Unit
Productivity rates
Additional labor costs – direct and indirect man
hours

Continuous monitoring of slotting to ensure enough pick
faces are available
Packing out forward pick to free up pick faces for
subsequent waves
Product stacked in aisles, on docks, in forward pick areas
Product placed in storage configurations that create
hazardous conditions for associates
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% utilization of reserve storage capacity
(85% is optimal)
% utilization of forward pick faces
Outside storage costs
Cost of leased space
Cost of leased equipment
Storage media and related equipment costs
Out of stock %
Pay outs for missed deadlines
Customer complaints
Customer attrition
Throughput rates
Replenishment costs
Safety-related incidents and injuries
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When considering the impact of SKU proliferation, these things must be balanced against the benefits of:
•
•
•
•

Better customer service and ability to provide more options to existing customers
Ability to expand in new markets, new geographies and attract new customers
More variety and customized products, allowing for broader offerings and wider reach
Opportunity to lead in innovation with faster response to market demand

What can you do about SKU proliferation?

In order to decide on a course of action you need a clear view of what SKU growth is doing within the four walls of your
DC and across your network. There are several ways to get a better view of what is happening.

SKU Analysis and Cube Utilization

Applying the 80/20 rule, 20% of your SKUs represent 80% of your sales volume. In many DCs, a disproportionate
amount of on hand inventory is tied to slower moving SKUs. Slow-moving inventory can not only tie up capital that could
be used for more important initiatives, but can cost you in other ways, such as buying or leasing space and equipment,
higher inventory taxes and increased labor costs/lower productivity as workers take longer to travel (in larger facilities)
and re-trace steps.

CASE STUDY
A multi-channel retail company was experiencing capacity constraints and struggling to maintain throughput
requirements at their sorter. SKU Analysis revealed that, of their 250,000 SKUs, nearly 10% were non-moving
SKUs and 10% were touched daily.
They found that by aggressively pursuing inventory reduction and better management of the remaining
200,000 SKUs, they could extend the life of their existing facility for at least three years, increase their
throughput capacity during peak season and reduce the amount of capital tied up in inventory.

SKU Analysis looks at SKUs by velocity, inventory turns (days on hand), storage media requirements, storage capacity
and seasonality. A good analysis will help answer these questions about your inventory:
•
•
•

Which SKUs are slow-, fast- or non-moving?
What is the financial impact of each of those on your business?
How much of your storage capacity is being used by each type of inventory? The results should lead to better
decision-making about what to do with each of these types of SKUs. Fortna uses FortnaDCmodeler®, a
proprietary DC modeling tool, for this type of analysis, which can be performed quickly and provide data that is
useful for order profiling, storage media calculations, and “what if” scenarios based on storage media.
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SKU Analysis: A Closer Look at

The first step in SKU analysis involves looking
at velocity.
The Good: A & B velocity SKUs represent
16.54% of the total SKU base yet drive
50.2% of the unit activity while accounting
for 28.66% of the on hand units
The Bad: C & D velocity SKUs represent
67.76% of the total SKU base yet drive only
49.8% of the unit activity while accounting
for 60.7% of the on hand units
The Ugly: E velocity SKUs drive 0% of the
unit activity while accounting for 10.64% of
the on hand units
This kind of analysis can help isolate problem
areas and lead to better decision making in
handling of SKUs.
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Media Profiling, Pick Faces and Productivity

SKU growth can erode operational efficiencies in other ways too. When the storage capacity of a DC exceeds 85%, you
start to see inefficiencies in material handling, such as inefficient travel and timing issues between replenishment and
picking. Labor productivity decreases as order fillers are forced to pick from reserve locations or racks not accessible by
foot. And safety incidents rise as hazards associated with improper storage abound. Lack of available pick faces requires
more manual and frequent handling of inventory. Even automated systems can be hamstrung for lack of pick face
availability. Pick module management costs increase as slotting requirements become more dynamic to ensure the right
SKUs are slotted in the limited number of pick faces available. And the cost increases become exponential as capacity
gets closer to 100%.

SKU Rationalization

When there is a large amount of dead or non-moving inventory,
SKU rationalization may be the answer. Where the number of
SKUs eclipses the capacity the DC was designed to hold, a crossorganizational exchange of information must take place as
Merchandisers and Buyers look to Operations to provide the data
needed to rationalize their lines. Trade-off decisions must be
made, like whether to carry a large assortment of a particular
item or reduce the number of SKUs based on sales volume.
Finance needs to get involved as profitability analysis and activity
based costing helps to determine which SKUs are driving the
business and the true costs to hold, purchase, meet demand and
markdown a particular set of SKUs. Alternative analysis helps
paint a picture of the impacts to reserve storage and other parts
of the operation and organization as decisions to eliminate or
reduce SKUs are considered.

Summary
New product innovation is the ante for the game these days. And
it may be necessary to carry slow-moving items to maintain SKU
availability or for a myriad of other reasons. Where and how you
store, pick, pack, handle and replenish them can make a huge
difference in the productivity of your overall operation. The
impact of decisions around buying, holding, handling and
shipping is felt most profoundly in the DC, but has impacts across
the supply chain.
Making the case for better management of SKUs requires an
integrated approach involving stakeholders from across the
organization and a true understanding of the impacts of SKU
proliferation. If you are experiencing symptoms associated with
SKU growth, there are several ways to get a view of what is
happening– and the implications of that growth. As your DC
approaches 85% capacity and beyond, now is the time to make
some decisions about what to do with all those SKUs.
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CASE STUDY
A footwear and apparel manufacturer with a
rapidly expanding business and continued
growth expectations was nearing 100%
capacity in the DC. Replenishment costs were
high due to daily packing out of forward pick
area to free up space for the next day. The
company looked at its media profiles and
slotting strategy to determine whether pick
faces and profiles would be sufficient to handle
the volume. SKU and Media Profiling
revealed that a small percentage of their SKUs
were responsible for a large percentage of their
orders, lines and units. And conversely, a large
percentage of the SKU base had very low
utilization. The project gave them a better
understanding of how inventory was
moving and helped them choose optimal
media types for each SKU category. Based
on a solid business case, they made a decision
to expand existing pick faces, which required
them to invest capital, but helped reduce
handling costs by 7%. Cost savings were
achieved as they reduced the number of times
media profiles needed to be replenished from
multiple times per day to once every couple of
days.
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About Fortna

Fortna is a professional services firm helping companies with complex distribution operations meet customer promises
and competitive challenges profitably. We develop a solid business case for change and hold ourselves accountable to
those results. Our expertise spans supply chain strategy, distribution center operations, material handling, supply chain
systems and organizational excellence.

How Can We Help?

Fortna helps companies assess their operations, develop a strategy and roadmap for future success and build a business
case for investment. To learn more, ask to speak with a strategy expert.
Call:
800-367-8621 or 610-370-8000
Email: info@fortna.com
Web: www.fortna.com
Don’t miss these other articles on our Web site:
> 11 Key Questions to Ask When Adding a DC
> Optimizing Picking Performance Through Proper Sizing of Pick Locations
> Profitable Distribution System Design
> Building a Business Case for Material Handling Investment
> Tipping Points Analysis: A Strategic Tool in Uncertain Times
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